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As the Commission’s investigations 
continue into different markets related 
to food products, there were several 
settlements in the last quarter relating to 
grain storage and trading. Several firms in 
this area admitted to price fixing relating 
to storage charges and, in a separate 
investigation, to dividing markets by 
agreeing on restrictions as to where they 
would sell grain as described by Mervin 
Dorasamy and Leanie Mouton. The 
Commission’s continues to uncover anti-
competitive conduct throughout the value 

chains in which farmers and firms are 
able to participate and which ultimately 
determine the price and availability of food.

The second article, by Liberty Mncube, 
also addresses issues in food in the 
form of an update of the Pioneer Foods 
settlement mainly relating to wheat flour 
and bread. The article notes that, while 
food prices were increasing around the 
world, bread prices in South Africa stayed 
relatively low due at least in part to the 
settlement.

Werner Rysbergen reports on the 
implementation of another important 
settlement where Sasol Chemical Industries 
undertook to divest of five fertilizer blending 
facilities, opening up opportunities for greater 
participation at this level of the market. 
These divestitures have to be approved by 
the Commission, and to date four of the five 
transactions have been finalised. 

Two articles, by Oliver Josie and Nomveliso 
Ntanjana, reflect on recent litigation in the 
courts. Josie notes that the High Court 

has upheld the legality of the Commission 
Corporate Leniency Policy (CLP) which has 
been a crucial instrument in the fight against 
cartels, but is not explicitly embodied in the 
Competition Act. Ntanjana highlights how the 
recent decision by the Competition Appeal 
Court in the Loungefoam matter restricts the 
Commission in amending its referral papers.

In terms of recent merger developments, 
Grace Mohamed highlights four mergers in 
which the issue of employment effects were 
dealt with under the public interest provision 

of the Competition Act. These mergers 
demonstrate the evidence that the parties 
must provide related to retrenchments 
and the types of conditions imposed on 
employment grounds.

Lebohang Molefe and Genna Robb set 
out the main reasons for the Commission 
recommending conditions on the Media 24, 
Paarl Coldset and Natal Witness merger. These 
conditions relate particularly to safeguarding 
the position of small newspapers, especially 
those publishing in African languages. 

EDITORIAL NOTE

contravened section 4(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. 
The substance of the conduct involved 
the parties agreeing to divide the market in 
which they compete by allocating territories 
and/or customers. The Commission found 
no contravention of sections 4(1)(b)(i) and 
4(1)(b)(iii). 

Subsequent to the Commission’s decision 
to refer the matter to the Competition 
Tribunal, NWK and RMB approached the 
Commission with the intention to settle the 
matter. Taking various factors into account 
as envisaged by section 59(3) of the Act, the 
Commission decided to settle this matter 
with the respondents on the following basis:

• An admission of the conduct, 
•  RMB to pay an administrative penalty in 

the amount of R 2,1 million; and
•  NWK to pay an administrative penalty in 

the amount of R520 290. 

The Tribunal confirmed both these consent 
agreements on 14 July 2011 as consent 
orders.

The Competition Commission v Afgri Operations Ltd and others (grain storage)  

On 17 March 2009 the Commission initiated 
a complaint against the major silo owners 
in the grain storage market for alleged 
contravention of section 4(1)(b)(i) of the 
Act, namely price fixing. The subsequent 
investigation revealed that the storage 
rate of grain is agreed to and assented to, 
not only by the entities against whom the 
original complaints initiation was made, but 
by all members and shareholders of the 
Grain Silo Industry (the GSI).

In essence, the Commission’s investigation 
found that the respondents and the GSI have 
contravened section 4(1)(b)(i) of the Act in 
that they fixed the prices of the daily storage 
tariff for the storage of grain. This was done 
for application throughout the Republic. The 
respondents, with the exception of the GSI, 
are all former or current cooperatives who 
own grain storage silos and provide other 
agricultural services and are competitors in 
the market for grain storage.

Although the GSI is a private company, 
it amounts to an industry association for 
members of the grain storage industry. The 

On 13 October 2008 the Competition 
Commission initiated an investigation 
against Rand Merchant Bank (RMB) 
and NWK Limited (NWK) for an alleged 
contravention of price fixing and the fixing 
of trading conditions in contravention of 
section 4(1)(b)(i) of the Competition Act. 
Possible contraventions of 4(1)(b)(ii) and 
(iii) were subsequently added, relating to 
market division and bid-rigging. RMB is the 
investment banking arm of the FirstRand 
Group Limited, one of South Africa’s largest, 
listed financial services groups. RMB is also 
active in the agricultural commodity market 
with regard to the provision of financial 
services and as well as trading of agricultural 
products (including soybeans, cotton, yellow 
maize, white maize, sunflower and wheat), 
in the futures exchange market and in the 
physical market. NWK is an agribusiness, 
which serves the agricultural community 
and market primarily in the North West 
Province.

The Commission’s investigation found RMB 
and NWK, whom it considered to be parties 
in a horizontal relationship as grain traders, 

erstwhile South African Futures Exchange 
(SAFEX) now known as the Agriculture 
Products Division of the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange, placed the onus for the 
determination of the storage rate on the 
GSI on the basis that it had the necessary 
knowledge and understanding of the costs 
involved in providing storage. Until 2008, 
SAFEX requested the standardised tariff 
from the GSI on an annual basis. In 2008 the 
GSI declined to provide the standardised 
storage tariff to SAFEX any longer on 
account of the Commission’s contentions 
that it and its members were contravening 
section 4(1)(b)(i) of the Act.

It was the GSI’s technical committee that 
was responsible for fixing the daily storage 
tariff on behalf of the GSI and its members. 
In response to requests from SAFEX, 
the GSI consulted its shareholders. The 
shareholders submitted individual proposals 
as to the appropriate storage rate to GSI. 
These rates were collated and evaluated 
by the GSI’s technical committee, the 
members of which are from competing 
silo companies. The technical committee 

then decided on a rate and this was then 
submitted to SAFEX on behalf of GSI and 
its shareholders. This amounted, in the 
Commission’s view, to collusion.

To date, the Tribunal confirmed eight 
consent agreements and penalties, with 
Afgri Operations Limited (R15.6mn) 
Kaap Agri Bedryf Beperk (R1.2mn),  
Tuinroete Agri Limited (R48 000), Suidwes 
Agriculture (Pty) Limited (R4.6mn), MGK 
Bedryfsmaatskappy (Pty) Limited (R226 
800), Sentraal-Suid Co-operative Limited 
(R75 852), Moorreesburgse Koringboere 
(Pty) Limited (R159 364) and Overberg Agri 
Bedrywe (Pty) Limited (R241 186). These 
firms all admitted to fixing the daily grain 
storage tariff.

Certain other respondents are at various 
stages of settling with the Commission. 
The Commission has adopted an advocacy 
approach with the Agriculture Products 
Division of the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange as regards the determination of 
storage tariffs.

SETTLEMENTS 
WITH GRAIN 

STORAGE AND
TRADING 

COMPANIES
(continued) 

The Competition Commission and RMB & NWK (grain trading)
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This edition of the Newsletter rounds off 
with two reports on important international 
meetings, of the 11th Session of the 
Intergovernmental Group of Experts on 
Competition and Consumer Policy (IGE) 
meeting at the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development, and the 10th 
Annual Conference of the International 
Competition Network. 

Simon Roberts
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Introduction 

The Pioneer Foods Settlement Agreement: 
Restoring Competition in Bread and Flour markets
Liberty Mncube

The Design of the Settlement 
Agreement

The Impact of the Price 
Reduction Commitment

did not translate into increased bread 
prices as had previously been the case, at 
least over the period of the price reduction 
commitment. South African consumers 
were shielded from higher food prices, in 
part because of the Settlement Agreement. 
According to business analysis, following 
the implementation of the Settlement 
Agreement, Pioneer increased its volume 
growth at the expense of competitors1. 
Competitors such as Tiger Brands publicly 
acknowledged that trading volumes had 
been negatively impacted, particularly in 
flour, as a result of the highly competitive 
trading environment.

Figure 1 provides an indication of bread 
price behaviour from November 2010 to 
June 2011. The national price of brown 
bread decreased by around 11 cents per 
loaf, and stabilised at a lower level of around 
R7.30/loaf (nominal CPI, from November 
2010 to March 2011), while the national 
price of white bread was been stable at 
around R8.31/loaf from November 2010 
to February 2011 and falling to around 
R8.22/loaf in March 2011. Pricing data 
from selected retailers in relation to bread 
products purchased from the major bread 
suppliers, namely Pioneer, Premier Foods, 
Foodcorp and Tiger Brands, also supports 
national averages from Statistics South 
Africa. The margin reduction commitment 
induced responses from Pioneer’s 
competitors resulting in even wider gains 
for consumers than Pioneer’s own pricing 
commitment. Bread prices have, however, 
increased by around 40-50c per loaf since 
the end of the commitment. The point 
is that these price increases would have 
been expected some months earlier in the 
absence of the remedy and would likely 
have been of a greater magnitude without 
the competition the remedy was designed 
to stimulate.

Conclusion

the Settlement Agreement innovative 
is that the identification of the specific 
narratives of harm led to the identification 
of appropriate remedies.

1   Financial Mail article titled “Slim 
Pickings” May 6, 2011. 

2   Business Report (National) 21 February 
2011, p. 19

The settlement reached by the Commission 
with Pioneer Foods covering various 
contraventions was innovative in that it 
included measures to benefit consumers 
and to support smaller firms in the area of 
food and agro-processing, in addition to 
an administrative penalty. The Settlement 
Agreement was in response to Pioneer’s 
involvement in cartels relating to milled white 
maize and milled wheat products. Pioneer 
undertook in terms of the Settlement 
Agreement to, among others:

•  Pay an administrative penalty of R500 
million to the National Revenue Fund, 
with the provision that the Economic 
Development Department would submit 
a budgetary proposal and business 
case motivating for the creation of an 
Agro-processing Competitiveness Fund 
of R250 million drawn from the penalty 
to be administered by the Industrial 
Development Corporation (IDC)

•  Adjust the prices of certain of its 
products for an agreed period of time 
so as to reduce its gross profit by an 
amount of R160 million. 

•  Maintain its capital expenditure, and 
increase it by an amount of R150 million.

In this article we briefly reflect on 
developments under the remedy, since the 
Settlement Agreement was confirmed by the 
Tribunal on 30 November 2010. Although a 
longer time period will be required for a full 
assessment of the effect of the remedy, we 
examine the pricing trends in South Africa in 
the context of soaring food prices globally.

South Africa is a relatively small player on 
the world grain market and is exposed 
to global price movements after taking 
account of transport costs, with players 
generally following the import/export parity 
calculations to determine prices.

Prices of flour, white maize meal and bread 
products went up as a result of collusion 
and strategic behaviour but had been sticky 
downwards following the uncovering of 
this anti-competitive behaviour in 2007. In 
the Commission’s view this was a result 
of information that firms had continued 
to exchange as well as flowing from the 
history of collusion. This this in mind, the 
Commission sought to achieve through the 
pricing commitment, embodied in a margin 
reduction measured against the previous 
year, a direct benefit to consumers as well 
as to stimulate more intense rivalry in the 
market. 

Although the bread baking industry in South 
Africa is characterised by low exogenous 
barriers to entry, the existence of the cartel 
in flour mitigated the ability of independent 
bakers to enter and expand within the 
industry. Predatory conduct was also 
used to create artificial barriers to entry. 
The crafting of the remedy was aimed at 
introducing competition and instability into 
historically stable markets to the benefit of 
consumers, the vast majority of whom are 
poor.

The commitment to increase approved 
capital expenditure by an additional 
amount of R150m was aimed at protecting 
Pioneer’s investment plans and to embody 
Pioneer’s commitment to further grow 
output and create jobs. The Special Agro-
Competitiveness Fund (Agri-fund) created 
under the auspices of the IDC further 
aimed at facilitating new entry into the value 
chain and specifically by small to medium 
enterprises which are also the domain of 
historically disadvantaged South Africans. 
This fund thus enables the Commission 
to meet a number of its policy objectives: 
creating a more efficient and effective 
agro-processing sector and ensuring the 
participation of historically disadvantaged 
South Africans in the economy.

Pioneer made an undertaking to adjust 
its prices of flour and bread over a set 
period, with the aim of eventually reducing 
its gross margin by R160 million. Pioneer’s 
commitment to reduce the prices of 
selected bread and flour products ended on 
31 March 2011. The success of the price 
reduction commitment not only required the 
Commission to monitor compliance on the 
part of Pioneer but also to monitor the pass-
through of price reductions on the part of 
retailers. 

The pricing commitment was framed in order 
to ensure a minimum level of gross profit 
margin reduction on identified core bread 
and flour product categories while allowing 
Pioneer flexibility in the further reductions 
to meet the target. There was therefore a 
degree of flexibility allowed, which meant 
that the rivals could not be certain where 
and by how much it would be having effect. 
A minimum realised gross profit threshold 
was also imposed in order to prevent the 
possibility of predatory pricing resulting from 
the remedy.

In thinking about the potential impact of this 
commitment, it is worth noting recent global 
developments in food prices. Several factors 
are contributing to increases in food prices 
especially increasing wheat prices, as well 
as energy including fuel. Global food prices 
have been reported as being at their highest 
since 1990. The UN Food and Agriculture 
Organisation food price index recorded 
above the 200 mark for the first quarter of 
2011.1 Prior to the implementation of the 
Settlement Agreement, the Commission 
observed that the wheat price had been 
increasing.

Following the implementation of the 
Settlement Agreement, wheat prices 
continued to show an upward trajectory 
impacting on the price of flour. This however 

Figure 1: National bread prices (Nominal CPI, Rands)

In light of the recent increasing global 
inflationary pressures on food prices and 
South Africa’s position as a net-importer 
of wheat, the Settlement Agreement 
yielded positive results for consumers.  
Had it not been for the interventions of the 
Competition Authorities, consumers would 
have undoubtedly been faced with higher 
prices in the period from November 2010 
to march 2011. Put differently, given the 
global pressure on food prices, price 
increases are to be expected, however 
due to the increased competition in 
this sector, this is less than would have 
otherwise been the case. What makes 
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Sasol divestiture 
settlement implementation
Werner Rysbergen

blender and retailer of a complete range of 
granular, liquid and speciality fertilizers and 
its activities also include the wholesale, 
retail marketing, sale and distribution of 
NPK fertilizer and related products. The 
Commission found that there are various 
other liquid fertilizer manufacturers in the 
immediate vicinity to the Endicott facility 
and the acquisition of the Endicott facility 
by Farmisco therefore ensured that the 
competitive market structure remained. 
The Commission therefore approved this 
transaction during August 2011. 

In respect of all the approved transactions, 
the purchasers were found by the 
Commission to be suitable purchasers when 
applying the criteria set out in the settlement 
agreement. The settlement required that the 
proposed purchaser must:

1.  Be independent and not related to SCI 
or directly or indirectly affiliated with 
Sasol Ltd;

2.  Have the financial resources to maintain 
the facility as a viable business in its 
sphere of operation;

3.  Have the relevant industry expertise to 
maintain the facility as a viable business 
in its sphere of operation; and

4.  Have the incentive to maintain the facility 
as a viable business in its sphere of 
operation.

The settlement agreement and the 
subsequent divestiture process has resulted 
in the introduction and strengthening 
of competition in the market for the 
manufacturing (blending) and distribution 
of NPK fertilizer products in the various 
localities and as a result across the whole 
market of South Africa.

The Competition Commission and Sasol 
Chemical Industries Ltd (SCI) entered into 
a settlement agreement on 25 June 2011 
following an abuse of dominance case 
brought by the Commission against SCI. 
In terms of the settlement agreement SCI 
undertook to divest of its granular fertilizer 
blending facilities situated in Durban and 
Bellville and its liquid fertilizer blending 
facilities situated in Potchefstroom, Endicott 
and Kimberley. The settlement agreement 
also made provision for SCI to formally notify 
the Commission of the divestiture of each 
facility as a merger and that the acquisition 
of such facility would be conditional upon 
the approval thereof by the Commission. 
The net effect of the divestiture process is 
that SCI would largely exit the retail market 
for the blending and distribution of NPK 
fertilizers. The divestiture also removes 
the incentive and ability of SCI to engage 
in exclusionary conduct with regards to its 
competitors in the supply and blending of 
NPK fertilizer products.

SCI facilitated the divestiture of each facility 
by arranging a public disposal process, 
whereby SCI placed advertisements in the 
major print media to solicit expressions 
of interest from the public. It is important 
to note that the suitability of all potential 
purchasers were considered taking into 
consideration criteria which was set out 
in the settlement agreement and which is 
discussed in more detail below.

To date, Sasol has divested of four of 
the five blending facilities, namely the 
Potchefstroom, Endicott, Bellville and 
Durban facilities. It is worth mentioning that 
in all of these transactions, the Commission 
considered liquid and granular NPK fertilizer 
to be separate and distinct markets and the 
competitive effects of each transaction was 
assessed using this approach. 

The Commission approved the acquisition 
by Profert Properties Holdings (Pty) Ltd 
of SCI’s Potchefstroom and Bellville 

facilities during March 2011 and August 
2011, respectively. Profert is active in 
the blending and retail distribution of a 
wide range of fertilizer products in South 
Africa and also provides complementary 
agronomic services. The acquisition of the 
Potchefstroom facility by Profert ensured 
that a new competitor entered the market 
for liquid fertilizers in the North West 
province, while Profert’s acquisition of the 
Bellville facility also ensured the continued 
successful operation of this facility and 
supply of fertilizer to the area. 

Another purchaser, Griekwaland Wes 
Korporatief Ltd (GWK) sought to acquire 
the Durban and Kimberly facilities. GWK 
is generally involved in the agricultural 
business, being a manufacturer and 
distributor of feed phosphates and a trader 
in wheat, corn and livestock. GWK, through 
its wholly owned subsidiary Sidi Parani 
(Pty) Ltd, is also active in the market for the 
blending and distribution of granular and 

liquid fertilizer products. GWK operate a 
granular blending facility in Potchefstroom 
and two liquid fertilizer blending facilities 
situated in Douglas and Christiana. The 
liquid blending facilities of GWK were both 
within the same geographic market as SCI’s 
Kimberley plant. 

The Commission approved the acquisition 
of the Durban facility during June 2011, but 
prohibited GWK’s acquisition of the liquid 
blending facility in Kimberley. It is the view of 
the Commission that the acquisition by GWK 
of the Kimberley facility is likely to substantially 
prevent or lessen competition in the defined 
market due to a significant increase in 
concentration in Kimberley and surrounding 
areas. The Commission’s decision is currently 
subject to review proceedings before the 
Competition Tribunal.

Farmisco (Pty) Ltd t/a Kynoch sought to 
acquire the liquid blending facility of SCI 
situated in Endicott. Farmisco is an importer, 
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High Court validates     Corporate Leniency Policy
A  High Court case challenging the legality 
of the Commission’s corporate leniency 
policy (CLP) was dismissed with costs on 
5 July 2011. 

Agriwire brought an application seeking 
the Court to: (1) review and set aside 
the Commission’s grant of conditional 
immunity to one respondent in terms of the 
Corporate Leniency Policy (CLP); (2) declare 
the evidence obtained from the leniency 
application as unlawful and inadmissible; 
and, (3) alternatively find the initiation and 
referral to the Competition Tribunal to be 
unlawful and be set aside.

In essence Agriwire argued against the 
conditional leniency that the Commission 
gave to Consolidated Wire Industries for 
participating in alleged cartel activity in the 
manufacturing and distribution of wire and 
wire related products in South Africa.  

This is a matter in which the Competition 
Commission referred a complaint thereof 
to the Competition Tribunal against eleven 
respondents who are competitors in this 
market for their involvement in price fixing, 
market allocation and collusive tendering.

Other respondents include Cape Gate, 
Allens Meshco, Hendok, Independent 

Galvanising and Meshrite who sell wire and 
wire products to agricultural co-operatives, 
fence erectors, hardware stores and 
resellers.

The CLP is a tool through which a cartel 
member can blow the whistle on other 
cartel members in return for conditional 
immunity from prosecution. However, the 
cartel member must be first to approach the 
Competition Commission and fulfil certain 
conditions before final immunity is granted 
at the end of the case at the Competition 
Tribunal. Some of the conditions include: 
honest disclosure of all evidence relating 
to the cartel activity; must offer full and 
expeditious cooperation; immediate stop 
to the alleged cartel activity; not to inform 
other cartel members of its immunity 
application; must not destroy, falsify or 
conceal evidence; and, must not make any 
misrepresentations.

This application before the High Court was 
brought at a time when the proceedings 
before the Competition Tribunal was stayed 
pending the outcome of the High Court 
case. Although Judge Zondo stated that 
the Competition Tribunal has exclusive 
jurisdiction (which it shares with the 
Competition Appeal Court) to entertain 
this review application, he nevertheless 

continued to deal with the merits of the 
matter as a possible “assistance” to the 
Competition Tribunal.

The Judge went on to describe the CLP 
process in the following terms. The grant 
of conditional immunity is an undertaking 
by the Commission that it will not seek 
relief against the leniency applicant in the 
complaint referred to the Competition 
Tribunal provided the applicant continues to 
fully cooperate. However, the CLP does not 
oblige the Competition Tribunal to accept 
the above recommendation made by the 
Competition Commission.

The Judge highlighted two key questions, 
as follows. Is the Competition Commission 
entitled to make a promise to the leniency 
applicant that (a) it will not seek any relief 
against it in the referral proceedings and (b) 
it will not request the Competition Tribunal 
to impose a fine?

In support of the Competition Commission’s 
authority to make such a promise, the 
Judge stated that such authority is derived 
from the Act itself, in regard to consent 
orders, section 49D. In is clear from the 
Competition Act that the Competition 
Commission may enter into an agreement 
with a respondent that may be confirmed by 

the Competition Tribunal as a consent order. 
The Judge stated that the Competition 
Commission had discretion to exclude 
one respondent from requesting relief or 
adjudication against it. Hence he stated that 
the Competition Commission in this regard 
has done nothing wrong in law and has 
acted within its authority. The contention by 
the applicants that “selective prosecution” is 
unlawful therefore failed. 
         
A party that has been granted conditional 
immunity will automatically qualify for 
permanent immunity if, at the time the 
Competition Tribunal makes its decision, the 
Competition Commission has not requested 
it to impose a fine. Subsequently, the 
Competition Commission is restrained from 
referring the same or another section of the 
Competition Act relating to substantially the 
same conduct against the respondent that 
has obtained permanent immunity.

This decision of the High Court has set a 
precedent for the lawfulness of the CLP. 
There is no doubt that the Competition 
Commission will continue to use the CLP 
in the effective detection, investigation and 
prosecution of cartel activity.  

“The CLP is a 
tool through 

which a cartel 
member can 

blow the whistle 
on other cartel 

members 
in return for 
conditional 

immunity from 
prosecution”

Oliver Josie
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ONGOING LITIGATION: 
LOUNGEFOAM 
Nomveliso Ntanjana

A recent decision of Competition Appeal 
Court (CAC) has again questioned the 
Commission’s ability to refer conduct that 
may differ from the original complaint, and 
the Commission being able to amend its 
referral papers. The Commission has filed 
an application for leave to appeal the CAC 
judgment.

In 2008 the Commission referred two 
complaints to the Competition Tribunal 
against Loungefoam, Vitafoam, and 
Gommagomma for allegedly fixing the 
selling price of certain chemicals used in 
the production of polyurethane and also 
agreeing on the purchase price to pay 
to certain suppliers of chemicals used 
in the production of polyurethane foam. 
The second complaint relates to market 
allocation.  The Commission alleged that 
Loungefoam and Vitafoam agreed with 
Feltex that Loungefoam and Vitafoam will 
supply polyurethane foam to the furniture 
manufacturing industry and Feltex will only 
supply same to the automotive industry.

During the course of the hearing at the 
Tribunal, the Commission sought to amend 
its referral affidavit to:

1.  Cite Steinhoff and KAP (the holding 
company of Gommagomma), which 
respectively owned Loungefoam and 
Vitafoam, as respondents to the case so 
as to be able to invoke the principle of 
“single economic entity” that was initially 
raised by Loungefoam and Vitafoam. 

2.  Join Feltex to the chemical cartel as a 
respondent, 

3.  Join Steinhoff Group and hold Steinhoff 
liable for any administrative penalty that 
is imposed against  Loungefoam 

The Tribunal granted the Commission’s 
application to amend but the Tribunal’s 
decision was subsequently brought on 
appeal and review by the respondents to 
the CAC, on the following grounds: 

•  The Commission did not initiate a 
valid complaint against Feltex on the 
chemical cartel. Also Feltex argued that 
the initiation against it related only to 
market division and not the chemical 
cartel as related below. 

•  That there was no valid initiation made 
against Steinhoff and KAP on the 
complaint referral.  

Feltex Appeal

That the alleged chemical cartel against 
Feltex was not expressed with sufficient 
clarity by the Commission and therefore 
failed to properly cite Feltex on that conduct 
for the following reasons: The statement of 
conduct attached to the 27 November 2007 
initiation only cited Feltex, Loungefoam and 
Vitafoam for market division conduct and 
encompassed allegations of price fixing with 
no mention of Feltex.  

Further that the Commission’s initiation 
dated 26 May 2008 did not deal with the 
chemical cartel.

Steinhoff Appeal

In relation to Steinhoff and KAP (the holding 
companies of some respondents) the 
CAC held that the 26 May 2008 initiation 
did not make allegations of collusive 
conduct against Steinhoff and KAP and 
these allegations were only made against 
Loungefoam, Vitafoam and Feltex and 
thus the same principle (insufficient clarity) 
applied.

The Commission has filed an application 
for leave to appeal the abovementioned 
decision of the CAC, challenging amongst 
others the high level of specificity that is set 
by this judgement for initiation statement 
as this would significantly curtail the 
investigative powers of the Commission, 
and advocates for a reasonable intelligibility 
as the correct standard.

The CAC decided as follows, in favour of the 
appellants:  
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Section 12 A (3) of the 
Competition Act requires of 
the Competition Commission 
to consider public interest 
issues. Specifically the Act 
requires consideration by the 
Commission whether a merger 
can or cannot be justified on 
(a) a particular industrial sector 
or region; (b) employment; (c) 
the ability of small business, 
or firms controlled or owned 
by historically disadvantaged 
persons, to become competitive; 
and (d) the ability of national 
industries to compete in 
international markets. Four 
recent cases which dealt with 
employment effects are briefly 
reviewed to elucidate the 
approach of the authorities 
on the public interest point on 
employment.

Employment considerations in M&A evaluations
Grace Mohamed

Metropolitan Holdings Limited and Momentum Group Limited1

Robor (Pty) Ltd / Kulugile Metals Group Steel Services (Pty) Ltd2

away from the bulk of Robor’s customers 
and will only duplicate overhead functions. 
It was the Commission’s view that the 
savings envisaged through retrenchments 
do not exceed the losses being incurred by 
Baldwins and is thus rational. If the converse 
were true, in that the savings envisaged 
through retrenchments were to exceed 
the losses by Baldwins, there would be a 
number of unjustified retrenchments. This is 
however not the case in this transaction.

The Commission therefore approved the 
acquisition of Baldwins by Robor subject 
to the condition that no more than 134 
employees are retrenched for a period of at 
least 24 months following the approval date 
of the merger. 

Steinhoff Southern Cape (Pty) Ltd / PJ Van Reenen (Pty) Ltd3

1  Tribunal Case No: 41/LM/Jul10.

Commission requested the Steinhoff to 
invest in the plantation for it to become 
a sustainable plantation in the long-run; 
and Steinhoff has to consult with the 
Commission before terminating any further 
investment, and justify why this is the case.

In the merger notice to the Commission, 
the merging parties’ submitted that no 
retrenchments will take place as a result of 
the transaction. The Commission however, 
found there was a potential of Steinhoff 
to request employees to relocate and/or 
consolidate the operations of its plantation 
and that of PJ Van Reenen which are 
located adjacent to each other. In light of 
this, the Commission therefore instructed 
Steinhoff:

•  Not to prejudice workers by requesting 
them to relocate to plantation further 
away than from their current location. 

•  Not retrench any workers for a period of 
3 years

The parties undertook not to retrench any 
employee; however should retrenchments 
become necessary due to unforeseen 
changes in the economic environment and 
not due to rationalisation and duplication of 
functions as a result of the acquisition, that 
Steinhoff will notify the Commission before 
effecting such retrenchments and illustrate 
that these are not merger specific.

Terzocept Investments and Ivy-Moon 137 (Pty) Ltd./ La Garonne Estates (Pty) Ltd and Graham Beck 
Enterprises (Pty) Ltd and Kangra Group (Pty) Ltd4

are due to the duplication of positions in 
the acquiring firms. The employees that 
were residing at the farm and retrenched 
were required and obliged to vacate the 
farm. Noteworthy, the affected employees 
were offered alternative employment in 
Graham Beck and L’Ormarins but chose 
not to take up this offer and instead opted 
for the retrenchment package because they 
either did not want to work in L’Ormarins, 
some had almost reached their retirement 
age while others wanted to start their own 
businesses. 

To address the public interest concerns 
pertaining to the 36 employees that will 
be retrenched, the merging parties have 
concluded agreements with the employees 

affected by this transaction to ameliorate 
the impact of the merger and have further 
consented to the transaction being 
approved on condition that no more than 
the 36 employees are retrenched over the 
next 12 months. In addition should new 
opportunities for re-employment arise 
within 6 months after the approval of this 
transaction, these retrenched employees 
will be given preference.

a)   A rational process has been followed 
to arrive at the determination of the 
number of jobs to be lost, i.e. that 
the reason for the job reduction and 
the number of jobs proposed to be 
shed are rationally connected; and

b)  The public interest in preventing 
employment loss is balanced by an 
equally weighty, but countervailing 
public interest, justifying the job loss 
and which is cognisable under the 
Act.”

liquidated and thus exit the market altogether 
which would reduce effective competition in 
the market in general. That would ultimately 
result in the loss of approximately 350 jobs 
absent the merger. 

In order to restore financial health to 
the Baldwins operations, at least 134 
retrenchments had to be realised. Initially 
there will be 54 employees retrenched 
from the Isando factory based on a rational 
process of selection based on duplications 
of resources and Last In First Out (LIFO) 
method.  This will be followed by an 
additional 80 employees to be retrenched 
from the Vanderbijlpark factory due to 
the foreseeable closure of the facility. The 
Vanderbijlpark operation is said to be far 

Robor a manufacturer and supplier of welded 
tube and pipe, cold formed steel profiles, and 
associated value added products acquired 
the carbon division of KMG Steel Service 
Centres (Pty) Ltd known as Baldwins. The 
target business is primarily active in the 
merchandising and value adding of sheet, 
plate and long steel product.

The Commission’s assessment of the 
transaction found no competition concerns 
given the low post-merger market share 
(17% sheeting, 4% plates and 5% long steel 
products) ascribed to the Robor and its recent 
entry into the carbon steel merchant market. 
However, Baldwins was in dire financial 
position and has suffered substantially losses 
over three years and if not acquired was to be 

The Competition Tribunal’s decision in this 
large merger has been instructive in the 
approach to be adopted when evaluating 
particularly employment effects arising 
from mergers and acquisitions and states 
that “The evidential burden that the 
parties must meet, once the prima facie 
case has been established, must satisfy 
two criteria namely that:

The acquisition of the PJ Van Reenen 
plantation in the southern cape by Steinhoff 
Southern Cape (Pty) Ltd was conditionally 
approved despite concerns such as high 
entry barriers, ability and incentive to stop 
supply input and/or product to downstream 
competitors and customers. This was 
largely due to current acute shortage of 
timber in the southern cape region, young 
age of the trees, the lack of afforestation 
and government’s exit policy which made 
it unrealistic to impose any conditions to 
alleviate the concerns of customers without 
prejudicing the parties to the transaction. 

In order to ensure that the acquisition of PJ 
Van Reenen does not worsen the scarcity 
of timber in the southern cape region, the 

The acquisition entailed the sale of 
immovable properties, water rights, 
movables and the lease of a bottling plant. 
On approval, Terzocept will own La Garonne 
as well as the immovable properties, water 
rights, movables and the lease regarding 
a Franschoek farm. Ivy-Moon will own the 
assets relating to the bottling plant on the 
Franschoek farm.

The Commission has found that the 
acquisitions by Terzocept and Ivy-Moon are 
unlikely to substantially prevent or lessen 
competition given their low share of the 
market of less than 5%.  However, as a 
result of the buy-out, at least 36 job losses 
(of 67) were envisaged of which 21 were 
unskilled employees. The retrenchments 

2  Commission Case No: 2011Mar5711

3  Case No. 2011Jan5604

4  Case No. 2011Apr0009
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The Competition Commission has recently 
referred a large merger in the newspaper 
publishing and printing market in the 
KwaZulu-Natal province. This merger is 
between Media24 and Paarl Coldset and 
Natal Witness Printing and Publishing 
Company. Natal Witness is jointly owned by 
Media24 and Lexshell 496 Investments. This 
transaction will result in Media24 moving from 
jointly controlling Natal Witness to holding 
100% of the shareholding in Natal Witness. 
Media24’s activities include publishing and 
printing magazines and newspapers, as well 
as electronic provision of news and magazine 
content on the internet. Natal Witness 
publishes and prints regional and community 
newspapers (free and paid-for) which are 
primarily distributed in Pietermaritzburg and 
the surrounding areas of KwaZulu-Natal as 
well as high volume commercial/retail inserts 
and pamphlets. Media24, Natal Witness and 
a third party also jointly own African Web, a 
newspaper and commercial/retail inserts and 
pamphlets printing company also situated 
in Pietermaritzburg and providing services 
mainly to smaller community newspaper 
titles and commercial advertisers.

The Commission’s investigation found that 
the merger would result in Media24 gaining 

Commission recommends conditions 
on large publishing merger

control of a range of community newspaper 
titles (prior to the merger it only directly 
controlled paid-for titles in the province) as 
well as of a key input provider to potential 
competitors in the community newspaper 
space, African Web. The newspaper market 
is a two-sided market where publishers must 
target both advertisers and readers in order 
to generate revenue. A two-sided market 
links two distinct groups of consumers 
whose demands are interrelated and where 
each group provides a positive external 
benefit to the other. In this case, advertisers 
are concerned with the level of circulation in 
terms of the number and type of people that 
would see the product they seek to promote. 
Thus the greater the audience the newspaper 
is able to capture, the more attractive the 
newspaper will be to advertisers. Whether 
an advertiser views certain newspapers as 
substitutes or complements will depend 
on how well each allows them to reach the 
relevant group of readers. Readers on the 
other hand purchase a newspaper for its 
content and tend to view publications as 
substitutes for each other depending on the 
editorial content which they provide.

Paid-for and free newspapers were found 
by the Commission to be in separate 

markets. This is based on the fact that 
advertisers tend to consider the two types 
of publications as complements rather 
than substitutes, since they reach different 
consumers whilst readers are unlikely to 
substitute a paid-for newspaper with a free-
newspaper based on the difference in their 
content, language and day of circulation.  
The Commission also found that in terms 
of the frequency of publication, there is a 
distinct market for weekend newspapers 
compared to daily or weekly newspapers. 
In so far as language is concerned, there 
appeared to be asymmetric substitution 
in that English language titles exert a 
constraint on publications in Afrikaans or 
African languages but titles produced in 
languages other than English do not seem 
to compete with each other. 

In analysing this transaction, the 
Commission placed considerable emphasis 
on the African language market which has 
been extremely dynamic and fast-growing in 
KwaZulu-Natal over the past few years. The 
isiZulu market in particular has expanded 
significantly as publishers have realised 
the huge potential in this market and have 
begun to provide a more varied product 
offering. 

In terms of geography, some of the free 
community newspapers published and 
printed in KwaZulu-Natal were found to 
also circulate in other regions in close 
proximity to KwaZulu-Natal, in particular 
the northern Eastern Cape. In investigating 
this transaction, the Commission noted that 
the barriers to entry into small independent 
community newspaper publishing are 
high mainly due to the amount of time and 
capital required to establish a readership 
and reputation as well as relationships with 
advertisers. This is compounded by limited 
access to printing facilities and more so the 
high printing costs of printing. These small 
publishers have proven important to the 
market in terms of providing an effective 
alternative for advertisers and keeping prices 
down, as well as providing an alternative for 
readers to the major media groups. However, 
their smaller scale and the lack of attractive 
printing alternatives leaves them vulnerable to 
exclusionary strategies by the larger players. 

Compounding this situation is the fact that 
these small newspapers function in the same 
market as the larger newspaper publications 
such as Independent Newspapers, Caxton, 
Avusa and Media24. These larger players 
typically own the bulk of the newspaper 

publishing facilities nationwide. The small 
publishers therefore always risk printing 
their newspapers at a printing facility owned 
by actual if not potential competitors. This, 
as any business person would imagine, 
poses a dilemma for these newspapers. 
The Commission’s investigation, however, 
revealed that there is a small number of 
newspaper printing facilities in Kwazulu Natal 
which have fee structures which community 
newspapers can afford. However, most of 
these firms are either owned by the four big 
players or affiliated with them therefore this 
does not alleviate the fundamental problem, 
which is that they face a real possibility of 
being excluded from the market whenever 
they are perceived as a threat to competing 
newspaper publications owned by the bigger 
players.

Whilst the Commission found that this 
transaction was unlikely to raise any 
significant merger-specific concerns 
in the paid-for newspaper market, the 
Commission took the view that in some of 
the free community newspaper markets 
there is a possibility that this transaction 
will result in Media24 being in a dominant 
position with only smaller independent 
publications as its competitors. 

In addition, the Commission was concerned 
that the merged entity could leverage 
more market power in the free newspaper 
publishing market through its control of key 
printing facilities (African Web) which some 
small competing publications rely on to print 
their product. As already indicated above; 
these newspapers indicated that there are 
limited printing facilities available to them 
in KwaZulu-Natal and the Commission’s 
investigation established that African Web’s 
printing fees are more affordable than those 
charged by the bigger players.

The Commission therefore recommended 
to the Tribunal that this transaction be 
approved on condition that Media24 divest 
a portion of its shareholding in African Web 
and implement a pricing remedy to ensure 
that African Web remains an affordable 
and effective option for small independent 
publishers in the region. It remains to be 
seen what the Tribunal will decide in this 
transaction, especially in view of the fact 
that Caxton, one of Media24’s biggest 
competitors may apply to intervene in the 
proceedings before the Tribunal.

Lebohang Molefe & Genna Robb
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Competition authorities meet at the 
United Nations in Geneva
Nerice Barnabas

The Commission experienced a significant 
increase in merger notifications during this 
period which included an increase of both 
intermediate and large mergers. During 
this quarter the Commission received 
71 notifications (18 large mergers, 48 
intermediate mergers and 5 small mergers) 
as compared to the same period last year 
when the Commission received 56 mergers 
(11 large mergers, 39 intermediate mergers 
and 6 small mergers). From filings made in 
July and August it appears that this upward 
trend of merger transactions are continuing 
and the Commission will in all likelihood 
experience a significant increase on a year 
to year basis. Figure 1 below provides a 
graphical illustration of the comparative 
quarterly notifications to the Commission 
since 2009. 

Merger review 
April 2011 – June 2011
Maarten van Hoven

With the increased number of filing came 
an increase in the number of complex 
transactions. During this period the 
Commission conditionally approved 
six mergers which included various 
transactions approved subject to conditions 
addressing the substantial negative effects 
on employment occasioned by these 
mergers. The Commission also imposed 
conditions to the hostile merger involving 
Kansai acquiring Freeworld inter alia 
obliging the parties to divest the automotive 
paints business of Freeworld. This decision 
is currently subject to reconsideration by 
the Competition Tribunal and the trial is 
set to occur during November 2011.  The 
Aon & Glenrand merger approved subject 
to conditions during this quarter was 
considered by the Competition Tribunal 
and revised conditions were imposed 
dealing with the likely adverse effects on 
employment.

Representatives from the Commission 
participated in the 11th Session of the 
Intergovernmental Group of Experts on 
Competition and Consumer Policy (IGE) 
meeting of the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 
picturesque Geneva on 19 to 21 July 2011.

UNCTAD has long played a role in the 
advancement of competition law and policy 
globally with specific focus on the needs of 
developing countries in particular. 

The IGE meets annually in Geneva for 
consultations on competition issues of 
common concern to member states and 
for an informal exchange of experiences 
and best practices. This year’s meeting 
comprised roundtables on a range of topics 
including: 

•  The importance of coherence 
between competition policy and other 
government policies,

•  Foundations of an effective competition 
agency,

•  Review of the experience gained so far 
in enforcement cooperation, including 
at the regional level, and

•  Effectiveness of capacity building 
extended to young competition 
agencies.

In addition to these roundtables a peer 
review of Serbian competition law and 
policy was conducted. 

The 11th session of the IGE was attended 
by participants from national and regional 
competition authorities representing about 70 
UN member states.  In addition, international 

The Intergovernmental Group of 
Experts (IGE) on Competition Law 
and Policy is a standing body 
established under the United Nations 
Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable 
Principles and Rules for the Control 
of Restrictive Business Practices (UN 
Set) to monitor the application and 
implementation of the Set.

The UN Set is a multilateral agreement 
on competition policy, which was 
negotiated and adopted by General 
Assembly resolution 35/63 on 5 
December 1980.

The Set:
•  Provides a framework for 

international operation and 
exchange of best practices.

•  Recognizes the development 
dimension of competition law and 
policy.

•  Provides for equitable rules for 
the control of anti-competitive 
practices.

organisations such as the OECD, WTO, 
SADC, COMESA, CARICOM, ASEAN, 
UEMOA and CUTS as well as scholars and 
experts in the field of competition law and 
policy attended the IGE bringing the total 
number of participants to 245.

More information about UNCTAD’s 
competition law and policy programs as 
well as papers and presentations from 
the IGE can be found at www.unctad.org/
competition

Figure 1. Quarterly merger notifications since 2009.
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The International Competition Network (ICN) 
is often described as a unique international 
organisation. It is run by and for competition 
authorities around the world as an informal 
network to improve and advocate for sound 
competition policy and its enforcement. 
Its members represent national and 
multinational competition authorities. The 
staff of these authorities, together with 
‘Non-Governmental Advisors’ (mainly 
private lawyers and academics), form the 
community of competition practitioners that 
make the ICN work.

10

The bulk of ICN activity takes place in 
working groups dealing with the main areas 
of competition law, under mergers, cartels 
and unilateral conduct. In recent years there 
has been an increasing emphasis on agency 
effectiveness and advocacy. In areas such 
as mergers and cartels an impressive 
set of materials have been produced 
documenting practises and providing 
recommendations and advice. For example, 
South Africa’s Corporate Leniency Policy 
benefited immensely from the ICN’s work 
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on this topic. In areas with greater diversity 
such as unilateral conduct the focus has 
been more on improved understanding and 
appreciation of the different approaches 
across countries while building common 
ground on key principles.

A very important milestone was reached 
earlier this year with the 10th ICN Annual 
Conference held on 17-20 May 2011 at The 
Hague, in the Netherlands. As well as the 
extensive report backs on work undertaken 

in the working groups over the year and 
debate on current issues, it was a time to 
reflect on the evolution of the ICN itself.

South Africa has played a major role in 
the ICN from its early years. David Lewis, 
the former chairperson of the Competition 
Tribunal, was a Deputy Chair of the ICN 
Steering Group responsible for outreach 
and the current Competition Commissioner, 
Shan Ramburuth, is a Steering Group 
member. South Africa has played a 

particular role in championing the interests 
and needs of developing countries.

The extensive South African participation 
in the ICN was reflected in this year’s 
conference. David Lewis was involved in 
preparing and presenting the paper setting 
out a vision for the second decade of the 
ICN. Shan Ramburuth participated in a 
plenary session on agency effectiveness. 
Staff of the Commission were on panels 
for breakout sessions on various topics 

including Tembinkosi Bonakele on business 
perceptions of cartel laws, Liberty Mncube 
on evaluating impact of competition 
authorities, and Trudi Makhaya and Simon 
Roberts on sessions on unilateral conduct. 

th 
International Competition Network 
Annual Conference
Simon Roberts
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